This paper conducts the assimilating experiments and simulating experiments on typhoon "Aere" (No. 0418), by use of bogus data assimilation (BDA) method combined with advanced microwave sounding unit-A (AMSU-A) data assimilation method in the fifth-generation National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)/Penn State Mesoscale Model Version-3 (MM5V3), the Radiative Transfer for TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder Version-7 (RTTOV) model, and their adjoint models. The Bogus data constructed with BDA technique are mainly located at sea level, while the peak energy contribution levels of the sounder channels selected in AMSU-A data assimilation technique are mainly located at upper troposphere. The two types of data can reconstruct the meso-scale information and improve the typhoon initial fields under the model dynamic forcing effect, respectively from the low level and the upper level of atmosphere during the assimilating process. Numerical results show that with fourdimensional variational data assimilation (4DVAR) technique the circulation of initial fields is improved, the "warm core" of typhoon is enhanced, the "cloud water" phenomenon that occurs in the optimal initial fields and the numerical model is changed into "warm start" from "cold start".
Introduction
Typhoon is one of the most frequent disasters affecting human beings. With the development of numerical forecasting techniques, numerical forecasting of typhoon has entered an operational stage. However, the prediction accuracy is far from meeting the requirements of disaster prevention and reduction. If the track and intensity of typhoon can be accurately forecasted, necessary preparedness can be performed beforehand and serious economic loss can be much reduced. Due to severe deficiency of conventional observation data over sea, the results of objective analysis can not precisely describe the thermal structure and circulation characteristics of initial typhoon, especially its mesoscale structure, which is one of the main reasons for serious errors in typhoon numerical forecasting. Therefore, how to provide more rational initial values is an urgent task.
Since 1990s, an initializing method of artificial typhoon mode is introduced into typhoon forecasting research [1] [2] [3] . With this method, an ideal bogus typhoon mode with 3-dimensional circulation structure and thermal structure is constructed according to the observation data, and then it is implanted into the initial typhoon analysis fields to construct new initial typhoon optimal fields. This method is now widely applied in Typhoon Numerical Prediction Operational System in many countries, which improves the typhoon numerical forecast skill greatly. However, there are still a lot of shortcomings in this method.
The concept of 4DVAR was initially put forward and then developed by Lewis and Derber [4] , Le Dimet and Talagrand [5] , and Courtier and Talagrand [6] . Later, with 4DVAR technique, a new method to optimize the rough initial fields of tropical cyclone was proposed [7, 8] , which is named bogus data assimilation (BDA) method, that is, with 4DVAR technique, through assimilating the sea level pressure of ideal vortex and gradually adjusting the model background field, more actual vortex with dynamical and physical balance is obtained. Numerical experiments on hurricane "Felix" show that this method effectively improves the characteristics of hurricane eye and forecasting of hurricane intensity.
Advances in Meteorology
Through numerical simulation of hurricane Georges and Bonnie, Pu and Braun [9] thought that assimilating the wind data of bogus vortex was also important to the adjustment of initial field. A hybrid variational scheme (HVAR) is developed by Weng et al. [10] and it was applied in two hurricane cases, resulting in improved analyses of three-dimensional structures of temperature and wind fields as compared to operational model analysis fields. It is found that HVAR reproduces detailed structures for the hurricane warm core at the upper troposphere. Both lowerlevel wind speed and upper-level divergence are enhanced, with reasonable asymmetric structure. With the weather research and forecasting three-dimensional variational data assimilation system (WRF 3D-VAR), it is indicated that hurricane initialization with the BDA technique can improve the forecast skills of track and intensity in the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) [11] . Besides, many other researchers also have done much work on studying the BDA method [12, 13] .
With the rapid development of satellite observing system, the satellite remote sensing data gradually becomes one of the major observation data sources due to its wide coverage and high-spatial and -temporal resolution; the assimilation of satellite data also turns to be an important instrument to reconstruct the mesoscale structure of typhoon. The fast radiative transfer modeling and its components, critical for satellite data assimilation, are summarized and discussed for their potential applications in operational global data assimilation systems [14] . Since the microwave radiation can pass through deep cloud layer and its brightness temperature data can well indicate the vertical structure of atmosphere under cloud, it is very useful to improve typhoon circulation structure and determinate typhoon initial location.
Zou et al. [15] successfully assimilated Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) brightness temperature data into the initial field of typhoon by use of the 4DVAR technique in their study of the hurricane on the east coast of America. The results indicated that the forecasting of typhoon intensity, track and precipitation could be greatly improved. Le Marshall et al. [16] assimilated all the available high-density data and satellite data into the initial field of typhoon to reconstruct the inner structure of typhoon, and the 48 hours track forecasting error was reduced from 400 km in the control experiment to 150 km in the assimilating experiment. Wang et al. [17] effectively improved the intensity forecasting and track forecasting of typhoon, by simultaneously assimilating the large-scale background fields data, bogus data, cloud-derived wind data, satellite inverse data, high-resolution infrared radiation sounder data (HIRS), and so forth. into the numerical forecasting model.
Zhang et al. [18] adopted 3-dimensional variational assimilation (3DVAR) technique to assimilate AMSU brightness temperature data into numerical model in the study of the typhoon structure and its evolution in different stages on Northwest Pacific. The numerical results showed that the direct assimilation of AMSU brightness temperature data could accurately describe the 3-dimensional structure and evolution of typhoon on Northwest Pacific, which is difficult to achieve with conventional observation data. The study shows that the AMSU data provide improvement to track forecasts of tropical cyclone [19] .
Though BDA method and AMSU-A data assimilation method have been used many times in numerical simulating of hurricane, there is few research work combining the two methods by 4DVAR technique in typhoon simulating. Selecting typhoon "Aere" (No. 0418) as the case, this paper combines BDA method with AMSU-A data assimilation method to conduct assimilating experiments and numerical simulating experiments to reconstruct mesoscale information of typhoon, and also studies the intensity forecasting and track forecasting. The numerical models, the observation data, and the objective function are briefly introduced in Section 2. Experiment design of numerical scheme and the corresponding numerical results are shown in Section 3. Section 4 provides conclusions and discussion. [20] , MRF PBL scheme [21] , relaxation inflow/outflow boundary condition, and so forth.
Numerical Models
The RTTOV radiative transfer model is to compute very rapid calculations of top of atmosphere radiances for a range of space-borne infrared and microwave radiometers viewing the Earth's atmosphere and surface. The original basis for the RTTOV fast computation of transmittances is described by Eyre and Woolf [22] . The development of RTTOV-7 has been carried out as part of collaboration between the Met Office (UK), Météo France, and ECMWF in the framework of the EUMETSAT-funded NWP Satellite Application Facility and also other EUMETSAT sponsored activities. The RTTOV-7 model describes the complicated nonlinear relationship between the satellite radiation brightness temperature and the model variables. Various physical fields such as temperature profile and water vapor profile required by the RTTOV-7 model are provided by the MM5V3 model. In the RTTOV-7 model, the atmosphere is divided into 43 layers from 0.1 hPa to 1013 hPa and the channel transmissivity is calculated layer by layer according to the actual vertical structure of atmosphere so that the radiant brightness temperature of every channel can be finally synthesized. Different from the traditional radiant model, the optics thickness d in the RTTOVS-7 model can be expressed as
where Y j and X k, j are factors related with the actual atmospheric condition, a i, j,k is the forecast factor obtained by the accurate transmissivity model, i is the serial number of channels, j is the serial number of different levels, and k is the serial number of forecast factors.
Observation Data.
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) final (FNL) girded analysis datasets, with horizontal resolution of 1
• , are used to produce the background fields of model.
In BDA method, the bogus data, including the sea level pressure and wind fields, are calculated based on observational typhoon information by the following formulas:
where P c is the sea level pressure of typhoon center; ΔP is a parameter related with the sea level pressure gradient and is determined by the maximum wind speed of typhoon; R is the radius of the maximum pressure gradient, usually that of the maximum wind speed; r is the radius of vortex; ρ is the air density. The bogus typhoon is regarded as quasi-stationary in the first 32 minutes. The time window of assimilating bogus data is set to 32 minutes, and the same "observed data" is read every 4 minutes [8] .
The NOAA-16 AMSU-A data provided by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are used in this paper. There are totally 15 detective channels of AMSU-A data, which has been interpolated to match the horizontal resolution of HIRS data. Finally, the resolution of subsatellite point is 17.4 km. In every scanning line there are 56 detective pixels which are axisymmetric along the satellite orbit. In this paper, the presence of precipitation cloud has already been checked before the performance of 4DVAR process. Despite that AMSU has the ability to penetrate the cloud layer to detect atmospheric temperature and humidity, while the water droplets and ice crystals in precipitation cloud are larger than the radiance wavelength, so the resulting scatter can weaken the signal below the cloud layer. Since it influences the detection, the presence of precipitation cloud must be checked. The test formula of the precipitation probability P (unit: %) of the ATOVS is expressed as follows [18] :
where TB 1 and TB 15 are the observation brightness temperature in channel 1 and channel 15, respectively. When P 70, the radiance brightness temperature must be rejected. During the assimilation procedure of AMSU-A data, quality control method and channel choosing method are both taken into consideration. Two quality control techniques are employed: extreme value check and a check for departures between the simulated observation value and the actual observation value. The channel is selected according to the peak energy contribution level of the sounder channel and the influence of the sounding objective on the retrieval results of temperature and water vapor. In fact, the 4 channels from 6 to 9 are adopted in this paper.
Objective Function.
When the bogus data and AMSU-A data are assimilated into model at the same time, the total objective function J can be defined as
where J 1 is the deviation between the model control variable X and the background variable X B , J 2 is that between the model control variable and the bogus data, and J 3 is that between the simulated AMSU-A brightness temperature and the actual satellite observation data. Their general form can be expressed as follows:
where the superscript "T" denotes transpose, B is the error covariance matrix of background fields, P(r) and V (r) are, respectively, sea level pressure and sea level wind of model atmosphere, W P and W V are the corresponding weighting coefficients, " " denotes the sum, the subscript sign "t" denotes different observing times, the subscript sign "i" denotes different spatial observing positions at the same time, H BTA denotes the observed operator of calculating the simulated brightness temperature with model atmospheric variables, BTA denotes the actual AMSU-A observation data, and W BTA denotes the weighting coefficient of detective channels. We take W p = 1.61/hPa 2 and W v = 0.185 S 2 /m 2 in all experiments, just like Xiao et al. [8] . W BTA is taken according to the following principle: the weighting coefficients of different channels should have the same contribution to the total cost function. In this paper, they are, respectively, 10.41, 9.24, 12.54, and 11.90.
Numerical Experiments
3.1. Scheme Designs. Typhoon "Aere" (no. 0418) was generated over the sea at about 1400 km away from the east 
Numerical Results

The Initial Fields.
The initial fields of three schemes are shown in Figure 1 , in which the left panels are sea level pressure fields (units: hPa) and the right are temperature fields at 500 hPa (units:
• C). Figure 1(a) shows that the isobars on sea level at initial time provided by NCEP data are very sparse. The minimum central sea level pressure is 988 hPa while the actual observed value is 975 hPa. Figure 1(c) indicates that the intensity of initial typhoon is effectively enhanced, with central sea level pressure of 975 hPa after the bogus data is assimilated, which is in accordance with the observed value. Figure 1(e) indicates that the intensity of initial typhoon in Scheme 3 is also 975 hPa when BDA method and AMSU-A data assimilation method are combined. In fact, when only the AMSU-A data is assimilated, the intensity of initial typhoon would not obviously be improved. This implies that BDA method is more effective than AMSU-A data assimilation method in improving the intensity of initial typhoon. Figure 1(b) shows that the "warm core" structure of initial temperature fields in NCEP data is not obvious and the central temperature of initial typhoon is about 0
• C. Therefore, the weak "warm core" will greatly influence the forecasting intensity and forecasting track. Figures 1(d) and 1(f) show that there are obvious "warm core" structures both in Schemes 2 and 3, in which the maximum central temperature is 3.5
• and 3.3
• , respectively. It denotes that data assimilation is effective in improving temperature fields of initial typhoon, especially in Scheme 3, when AMSU-A data are assimilated, more mesoscale information are added into initial temperature fields. In the two assimilating schemes, although temperature data is not directly assimilated, temperature fields can still be adjusted correspondingly under the constraints of model dynamics whenever the other observation data are assimilated; it is a significant advantage of 4DVAR technique.
The vorticity fields of typhoon at initial time in the three schemes are shown in Figure 2 Figure 2(f) shows that when BDA method is combined with AMSU-A data assimilation method, a lot of meso-and microscale information are introduced into the vertical vorticity fields, which proves the positive effect of assimilating AMSU-A brightness temperature data on typhoon numerical forecasting. Though the BDA method is not very effective in improving the initial typhoon circulation fields at high level, it is more effective in decreasing sea level pressure of initial typhoon. And the direct assimilation of AMSU-A data is not effective in improving the intensity of initial typhoon, but it does well in improving the circulation structure of initial typhoon at upper troposphere. Therefore, in order to improve typhoon numerical forecasting, combining BDA method and AMSU-A data assimilation method would be beneficial to optimize the initial fields separately from low level and high level. In this way, not only the intensity of initial typhoon can be improved, but also the mesoscale structure of initial typhoon can be reconstructed.
It is well known that there is no cloud water in the initial fields of numerical model, just like in Scheme 1. But the cloud water of the optimal initial fields will increase during the 4DVAR iterative process by assimilating observation data. That is to say, the cloud water is formed by MM5 adjoint model under the constraints of model dynamics. Figure 3 shows the cloud water content (units: kg/kg) of the optimal initial fields on 400 hPa in Schemes 2 and 3. In Scheme 2, the circular cloud water is formed in the optimal initial fields due to assimilating the bogus data. While in Scheme 3, a reasonable cloud water pattern is formed due to assimilating the AMSU-A data. The coverage of satellite scanning can also be clearly shown in Figure 3(b) , especially the location of actual typhoon, which is denoted by blank section in the center of figure. 
Intensity of Simulated Typhoon during 72 Hours in the Three
Schemes. The varying curves of SLP (sea level pressure) of simulated typhoon during 72 hours in the three schemes are shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows that the typhoon intensity in Scheme 1 varies gently during the whole period, which is quite different from the trend of observed data, with the bias of 13 hPa at the initial time, the maximum bias of 27 hPa and the mean bias of 15 hPa. In Schemes 2 and 3, the advantage of BDA method is brought into fullest play. In both schemes, the central intensity of initial typhoon is improved greatly, and the central intensity of initial typhoon is in complete accordance with observation data (975 hPa). Furthermore, the simulated SLP during 72 hours is also improved greatly and its general varying trend is in accordance with OBS, with the mean bias of 6.3 hPa in Scheme 2 and 5.6 hPa in Scheme 3. The best one is the former 48 hours, during which the maintaining stage of typhoon is well simulated, with the mean biases of less than 3 hPa. The intensity changes are closely related with landfall. If the landfall time is not well predicted, it is difficult to have a good intensity prediction of landfall typhoons. The typhoons in Schemes 1 and 2 do not land at all, while it is delayed for about 12 hours in Scheme 3. So for the last 24 hours, the observed typhoon is weakened rapidly after landfall, while the simulated typhoon intensities in three schemes are varying slowly. However, Scheme 3 is better than Scheme 2 in the last 24 hours, and both Schemes 2 and 3 are far better than Scheme 1 when the whole period is concerned. Besides, because the assimilating of AMSU-A data is added into Scheme 3, the mesoscale information of initial fields is further increased and the surrounding fields of initial typhoon can be well simulated. Since the initial fields are further adjusted with AMSU-A data assimilation method, the simulating results of Scheme 3 are better than those of Scheme 2. 72 hours is shown in Figure 5 . The figure shows that the observed typhoon firstly moves to the west-north and then sweeps over the adjacent waters to northern Taiwan, and finally lands on Fujian province of China. Figure 5(a) shows that the simulated track of typhoon in Scheme 1 is greatly different from the observed track; the simulated typhoon moves with irregular speed. Figure 5(b) shows that the simulated track of typhoon in Scheme 2 is close to the observed data, but the typhoon moves slowly and does not land on Fujian province of China at last. Figure 5 (c) shows that the simulated track of typhoon in Scheme 3 is the best one, in which the whole moving trend of typhoon is closest to the observed data and the simulated typhoon finally lands on Fujian province of China, with landing location in accordance with the observed data, although its moving speed is still smaller than that of the observed data.
Track of Simulated Typhoon during 72 Hours in the
The bias curves of simulated typhoon track in three schemes from the observed track during 72 hours are shown in Figure 6 . From Figure 6 it can be found that the location of typhoon at initial time in Scheme 3 is the closest to the observed typhoon location, with 15 km distance away from each other. In the following period, the biases of Scheme 3 are also smaller than those of other schemes, with 112 km in Scheme 3 while 228 km in Scheme 1 and 256 km in Scheme 2 in 48 hours; 231 km in Scheme 3 while 278 km in Scheme 1 and 351 km in Scheme 2 in 72 hours. Therefore, it can be concluded that although the BDA method is effective in improving typhoon intensity in the simulation, it could not much effectively improve typhoon track. The AMSU-A data assimilation method has no significant effect on improving typhoon intensity but it can greatly reconstruct mesoscale information of initial fields and greatly improve typhoon track simulation. Besides, the intensity changes are closely related with landfall. If the landfall time is not well predicted, it is difficult to have a good intensity prediction of landfall typhoons. So for the last 24 hours, the simulated typhoon intensity in Scheme 3 is closer to the observed one than in Scheme 2. It further proves that typhoon intensity simulation and typhoon track simulation can be improved simultaneously by combining BDA method and AMSU-A data assimilation method. The typhoons in Schemes 1 and 2 do not land at all, while in Scheme 3 it is delayed for about 12 hours. By comparing Figure 1 , we can find that many mesoscale/microscale systems are introduced into initial vorticity fields at high level of atmosphere when AMSU-A data is assimilated, and the AMSU-A data helps to improve the circulation of typhoon at high level. In our cases, the AMSU-A data assimilation is helpful to improve typhoon track forecast. In order to reveal the reasons, we also study the vertical structure of temperature fields and geopotential height fields. It is shown that temperature difference and geopotential height difference of optimal fields (Scheme 3 minus Scheme 2) are both located at high level, especially at 300 hPa (shown as Figure 7) . The results illustrate that AMSU-A data assimilation can be helpful to improve the high-level fields. In this paper, channels 6-9 of AMSU-A data are selected in assimilation experiments. Because their peak energy contribution levels are mainly located at upper troposphere, the observed information of AMSU-A data mainly concentrates at upper troposphere and AMSU-A data assimilation can have a positive effect on reconstructing the mesoscale information at upper troposphere. This is the reason that though the direct assimilation of AMSU-A data is not effective in improving the intensity of initial typhoon, it does well in improving the circulation structure of initial typhoon at upper troposphere.
Some assimilating experiments and simulating experiments on other typhoons are also performed by use of BDA method combined with AMSU-A data assimilation method, and the same numerical conclusions can also be achieved. The results are shown in Table 2 .
Conclusions
With BDA method combined with AMSU-A data assimilation method, the assimilating experiments and simulating experiments about some typhoons are carried out in this paper by using the MM5V3 model, the RTTOV-7 model and their adjoint models. The numerical results show the following.
(1) If the initial fields are directly provided by NCEP data, the isobars on sea level at initial time are very sparse and the "warm core" structure of initial temperature fields is not obvious. Compared with the real observations, there are big biases both in intensity simulation and track simulation.
(2) After being adjusted with the BDA method, the initial fields can effectively describe the initial circulation structure of typhoon. The BDA method can enhance initial typhoon intensity and improve initial typhoon thermal structure such as "warm core" structure. Though this method is effective in improving typhoon intensity simulating, it has no significant effect on improving typhoon track.
(3) Combining BDA method and AMSU-A data assimilation method can improve not only typhoon intensity simulation but also typhoon track simulation. By use of 4DVAR technique, the circulation structure of analytical typhoon is greatly improved and the "warm core" structure is also enhanced. "Cloud water" arises in optimal initial fields of typhoon after observed data are assimilated. The running status of numerical model is changed into "warm start" from "cold start", which is more reasonable. So combining BDA method and AMSU-A data assimilation method effectively may be an important way to increase the accuracy of typhoon numerical forecasting.
Though some interesting results have been obtained in this paper, further more experiments on other typhoons should be performed to confirm them. And AMSU-B data and HIRS data will be assimilated in further research work to improve the initial fields of typhoon.
